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In the afternoon, Swami is speaks to a group of Indian devotees and 
western students sitting in front of the Mandir 
 
Swami:  (Swami speaks Telugu.)  Today instead of... (Swami speaks 
Telugu.).  I… (Swami speaks Telugu.). It means we are all carrying 
the childhood positive. These, all the kids, and since many years 
I’m supporting them, contributing the literature, foods… Today, 
even though the state, we lost a great leader… and we’re facing lot 
of hurdles, headaches, and the nature phenomena, whatever the 
nature creating the nuisance to us, especially to the A.P. State. For 
example, floods, and again, a big revolution wants to split this 
state into two parts.  
It’s really 2009 the most tragedy year to the AP State. I wish today 
would be the climax day for the tragedies. (Swami speaks Telugu.) 
Living together, dying together, no matter which religion you are, 
ananta vokem.  We are Indians. We are? Indians. (Swami speaks 
Telugu.) 
We never ever get afraid and… to be panic, no matter what 
whenever the circumstances really get crazy around us, that’s the 
time to be strong together each others. Whenever you support 
each others a spark of the inspiration you create in others, can to 



be a leader of life, and happily and successful. (Swami speaks 
Telugu.) 
Let it be as a simple. Let it be? As a simple.  So even the Shiva 
Ratri Program, I want the Elephant Group to lead that.  Hundreds 
of people are coming from different countries to celebrate the 
Shiva Ratri Festival in this year. And I hope these villagers and 
everybody will participate and enjoy that great occasion. Today is 
also my pleasure to spend with everybody.  
Thank you so much. 
 

End of Talk 
  


